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Publishable short non-confidential summary
The online collaborative forum provides access to the CREATIF collaborative design suite. This consists of the collaborative design tool, the translation tool and the visualisation/simulation tool. The CREATIF ‘portal’ tab provides a description of the objectives of the CREATIF project and allows new users to register to use the software. Under the ‘Forum’ tab, users must first register to gain access. Once logged in access is provided to discussions about:

- CREATIF Designs to allow designs to be shared
- Adobe Illustrator Add-On
- CREATIF Collaborative Tool
- CREATIF Translation Tool
- CREATIF Visualisation Tool

Under the ‘About’ tab background information is provided on the collaborative design suite and the available smart fabrics. Example videos of electroluminescent lamps, thermochromic heaters, sound emission and proximity sensing are also given under this tab. Information on how to obtain the smart fabric and associated electronics is provided. A demonstration of the visualisation tool is also provided here.

Contact details are also provided.
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